AgNote

Farm Management Software

Main Features
Row Crop Management
Tracks crop inputs, irrigation, and yields for each planting.
View what is currently planted, what was planted before and plan the
next crop in one management area.
Permanent Crop Management
Keep track of Permanent Crop specific details, such as varieties,
rootstocks, and the spacing of plants and rows. Quickly navigate between
seasons and plan the next season's amendments.
Annual Harvest Management

What Makes AgNote Different
Planting Visibility and Planning
AgNote’s Previous, Current, Next planting management area allows you to
quickly filter and compare your plantings. Then, with the Batch Tool, you can
create your next crop plan in just seconds.
Annual Harvest View
AgNote helps to visualize and manage perennial crop harvests. Annual Harvest
View displays harvests sequentially for each calendar year, along with key details
for each harvest and year-to-date progress.
Default Tasks & Invoicing
Assign default task for crop planting, applications and harvesting. As soon as you
enter planted date or add input to the planting, a new task will be created
automatically. Use Archived Task’s report for invoicing or import into your
bookkeeping software. Assign custom bookkeeping coded for each farm.

At a glance view details for each harvest and year-to-date progress for
the field. This makes it easy to manage crops with multiple
harvests/cuttings annually, such as alfalfa.
Farming Task Management

Dashboards
You can customize the dashboards for Account, Row Crops and Permanent Crops.

Clear visibility of what tasks have been performed in each field and at
what cost. Setup task approval and automatic archiving. Organize tasks
into categories such as Tillage, Application, Labor etc.
Irrigation Management
AgNote calculates how many inches of water were applied for each
planting, and how much nitrogen was applied via irrigation water or
wastewater. In addition, it detects, recalculates and adjusts any
overlapping wastewater irrigation.

To help farmers make sound business decisions, we also create custom charts
upon request.
Reports
Multiple reports are available throughout AgNote, for quick download or sharing.
Reports can be scheduled in advance to be emailed automatically, with frequency
chosen by the user.
Upon request, Custom Reports can be created by us for each individual account.

Field Mapping
AgNote makes it easy to print or share your field maps, which are always
current. The maps are automatically revised whenever you update your
planting information.

To learn more please visit us at www.agnote.com

